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success training toilet slaves my first experience feeding May 22 2024 training toilet slaves my first experience feeding a toilet louise success story louise name has
been changed to protect secret identity mid twenties african american woman visiting london to study from east coast usa louise is the first woman who i trained to
serve as a toilet slave this all took place in early 2019 in london uk
beginner s guide loverachelle2 Apr 21 2024 if you ve made it here you re a bonafide toilet slave there is no flavor mixing or buffer of any kind with shit caked panties
or especially the bulk of my raw turds of course eating a whole load of my shit takes 1st place but if you re anywhere on this tier you ve met a very high bar
toilet training madame ellen Mar 20 2024 for beginners i recommend the 2hour training for those with some experience i recommend my intensive 3 day toilet
training or my day toilet option described below i have the option of organizing the long term toilet training at different times there are more options day toilet from
noon to evening click here 24h toilet 2 day toilet
courses archive empress mika Feb 19 2024 i will transform you from just another beta who dreams of being a toilet into a real disgusting full fledged toilet for me you
will turn your perverted little toilet fantasy into a reality and reach new gross lows by training to become my dedicated toilet slave in this 18 video lesson training
intermediate toilet slave training empress mika Jan 18 2024 i think it s safe to say you are no longer a beginner and are now ready to take your next step in
your toilet slavery to me as such i have the perfect little task that is going to humiliate you and push your limits to see how far you have come as my dedicated little
toilet
toilet slave 7 day meal plan empress mika Dec 17 2023 slave training toilet fetish fantasy this meal plan complete with recipes and instructions is perfect for any
submissive interested in taking their toilet fetish to the next level by eating a diet that will produce the results that i am looking for in a toilet slave
bathroom control a complex exploration of trust power and Nov 16 2023 bathroom control refers to a specific practice within bdsm where one partner controls the
other s access to bathroom facilities this control may manifest in various ways from dictating when and how the submissive partner may use the facilities to more
symbolic acts of control
23f i have served as a full human toilet to about a half Oct 15 2023 i was a paid human toilet for a couple and a few friends for a weekend toilet play was not
something i was initially interested in however that changed over time since then i ve been a human toilet for one friend and two romantic partners
training methods 24 7 tpe Sep 14 2023 my slave will be expected to act as if a slave overtly even hyperbolically until she internalizes a slave mindset i will reduce
some requirements of this high protocol for daily life after training and re require it whenever i believe she needs reinforcement of her role
obedience training part 2 techniques the kink manifesto Aug 13 2023 in psychology obedience training is better known as behavior modification and we will use a lot
of the techniques used in psychology to modify and shape a submissive s behavior this post is meant as an introduction and will cover the basics but not delve too
deeply
i f22 served as a human toilet for a couple for a weekend ama Jul 12 2023 about a month back i served as a human toilet for a couple and a few others for an
entire weekend i was compensated to do this and it was well beyond my comfort zone but it was definitely a bizarre and interesting experience i m down to answer
any questions you all might have so long as it doesn t involve any identifying details
becoming a queen s toilet slave dedicating my body to Jun 11 2023 i used the queen s toilet seat the commode chair can lock the male slave s head on the seat the
lower part is made of a human body toilet for the queens to use i used epoxy to glue a rubber funnel under the seat opening edge and glue the lower end of the funnel
with an open rubber hood
how can a mistress toilet train her human slave answerbag May 10 2023 one night let him out of his cage and have him sleep in bed with you tell him to rim you make
sure your ass is clean and odor free the first time if he balks you could promise him a reward in exchange like a blowjob or letting him in your back door continue to
ask him to rim you regularly
toilet slave 14 day meal plan empress mika Apr 09 2023 the meal plans are complete with recipes and instructions and are required for all of my toilets just like
you looking to take your toilet slave training with me to brand new lows the plans detail two daily meals plus a daily snack that you will eat for me for an entire two
weeks while training with me
toilet slavery by cathartic podchaser Mar 08 2023 in this episode goddess aspen aires discusses a taboo topic toilet slavery she talks about copropaghia it s



popularity and her personal experiences with poop eaters as a femdomme
training a toilet slave goramblers org Feb 07 2023 packed with 33 insightful chapters this guide covers everything for both dominants and submissives from
understanding the core concepts of femdom toilet slavery to incorporating advanced and personalized techniques in your relationship
my toilet slavery experiences 3 r coprophiles reddit Jan 06 2023 there were only a few days past since my toilet training session with mistress l and i was sure of
myself that i realized what i liked the most about being a human toilet my session with mistress l had taught me that feces was not something pleasant for me
trained to be a toilet slave 3 morris474 deviantart Dec 05 2022 no sooner had she showed and eaten she ordered follow me slave i followed her black shiny
high heels inky black stockings and short skirt to the bath room lye down on the floor with your face up
toilet slave 7 day meal plan 2 empress mika Nov 04 2022 this meal plan is a required purchase for all of my toilets just like you who are looking to take your
toilet slave training with me to brand new lows it is complete with recipes and instructions for an entire week of meal planning as my toilet
dom sub training course dom sub living Oct 03 2022 nail the basics learn everything you need to know to become a bdsm expert we ll cover true dominance and
submission not what other blogs will try to tell you you ll discover new bondage techniques to transform your sex life and discipline and punishment strategies that
actually work
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